TECHNOLOGY’S ROLE IN STUDENT ENGAGEMENT

Casey Foulds, AMX
en·gage·ment

1. A formal agreement to get married.
2. An arrangement to do something or go somewhere at a fixed time.

col·lab·o·rate

1. work jointly on an activity, esp. to produce or create something.
The Ultimate Student Engagement

QUT – “The Cube”
The Ultimate Collaboration

UWA – “technology-rich wet-lab”
Our Role
What are the hot tools and topics?
Hot Topic - Service

- Easy to Use
- Easy to Support
- Cost Effective
- Available 24/7
What’s happening/next?

• Digital/High Definition/4K/3D etc.
• Collaboration
• BYOD
• Active Learning Spaces
• Network Digital Media
Digital isn’t coming, it is here...
BYOD

- In a device driven world, provide connectivity

OR

Change your mindset
Where is the content coming from?
BYO...Content
Active Learning Spaces - before
Active Learning Spaces - now
Active Learning Spaces – catch all

Hot terminology - Let’s Define them!

Only once we know what we really want to do can we truly build the space. Whether it’s a physical space or a virtual space, the foundation must be started.
= Network Media
Network Media

What is Network Media?
For Consideration

- Measured learning outcomes using classroom AV ROI.

- The proprietary playground – Nobody plays well together!

I want to be integrated!!
GLOBAL EDUCATION ALLIANCE
PRICING AND REWARD PROGRAM
# Installation Information

A high resolution photo of your university, the university logo and installation photos within a Power Point presentation are required within seven days of submission. An additional narrative explanation, diagrams and other documentation is allowed but not required. Please send the photos to: educationalliance@amx.com
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